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A. TITLE"

A Graphical Solution to the Generalized Parallel PumpProblem

B. INTRODUCTION"

The usual method of combiningpumps in systemdesign, using pump head versus

GPM curves, is not applicable if the pumps see different static heads and

different dynamic losses. The designer then turns to iterativeprocedures

centeredon matching each parallelpump dischargeline pressureto the common

junctionpressure. A fasterand generalizedmethod,not in universaluse, is

presented in this articlewith its technicalbasis. If not implementingit

already, Damage Control Officer's should be made aware of this technique

because it eliminates iteration and has a utility to address any pump

configurationor requirement. The method is graphicaland may be extendedto

multiple parallel pump installations.

C. BODY:

Most parallelpump installationsare fittedwith identicalpump units for the

system functional requirement, part interchangeability,and the uniform

maintenance advantage. Call this type installationa Case I installation

(see Figure I) and note that since the pumps sit on the same pad, each pump

has the same suction condition and the same discharge condition by design.

It is not a revelation then that each pump also has the same system

resistancecurve due to frictionlosses, fitting losses,valves etc.

All engineersknow how to combine Case I parallel pumps, but to refreshyour

memory and in the interestof a completepresentation,refer to Figure 2. On

the same graph is plottedthe vendor pump characteristic(Head vs. GPM), the

pump suction static head, and the system resistance curve. Add PI and P2

characteristiccurves horizontallyto arrive at the (PI+P2)curve. Draw a



horizontal Hashed line to represent the pump suction head. Add to the

suction head the system resistance at various flowrates and plot a (R+H)

curve. The intersection of the (R+H) and the (PI+P2) curve is the operating

J point of the parallelpump installation. Drop down to the abscissa axis to

read the combinedpump flowrate (pointA). Move horizontallyto the ordinate

axis to read the combined pump head (point B). That is all there is to a

Case I parallelingproblem.

The changemade for Case 2 (see Figure 3) is the substitutionof eitherpump

PI or P2 with a pump of different size. A little deeper theoreticalbasis

will be developedto show that a parallelpump combinationtechnique,similar

to Figure 2, is also appropriatefor Case 2.

Let Section l and Section 2 be defined as in Figure 3. The steady state

energy equation (Reference2) may be written:

where P = density, Ibs./ft_.

g - accelerationof gravity, 32.17 ft./sec._

p - pressure,psia

V - averagevelocity, ft./sec.

z - static head, ft.

h, - delivered shaft head, ft.

hL = head loss, ft.



Work done by the fluid is positive work, so for a pump (which does work on

the fluid), h. is negative. The head loss, hL, is composed of friction

losses,minor losses (such as fittings),and equipmentlosses. It is common

practiceto expressminor losses in equivalentfeet of straightpipe in order

to apply the Darcy equation (equation2). A Darcy equation is required for

each line size.

L V

where h = head loss due to friction/fittings,ft.

f = Moody Chart friction factor

L - Length of pipe, ft.

D = Pipe inside diameter,ft.

The Moody Chart, correlating friction f;_ctorwith relative roughness and

Reynolds Number, can be found in any fluid mechanics textbook. Losses not

considered minor losses, such as, control valves, filters, and other

equipment have pressure drops varying with flowrate. Vendor data on these

pieces of equipmentwill providethe necessaryinformation. Pressuredrop in

psi, can be convertedto a head loss in feet, by multiplyingpsi by 144 and

dividing by the fluid density.

Rearranging equation (I) to account for line size variances, equipment

losses, and negative shaft head, results in equation (3).

, : +__



Here the symbol Z indicatesa sum of Darcy equationsandAh. is the head loss

in feet due to equipment. Notice the left side of equation (3) is the pump

inlet conditionplus pump head, and the right side is the dischargecondition

plus system losses.

Using equation (3) compare the Case I problem to Case 2 problem. Remember

that Case I has two identicalpumps in parallelon the same installationpad.

Case 2 is similarexcept the pumps are differentsizes. For Case I and Case

2, the inlet conditionsare the same. The dischargeconditionsare the same.

The equipmentlosses are the same. A possibledifferencemight be the losses

associatedwith the suction and discharge branches from each pump to the

common header. However, in additionto the fact that these lines are always

short runs, it is the practiceto size them so the pressuredrop has the same

Ap/100 feet of pipe also. In other words, the lossesdifference is usually

negligible. If this is not accurate,one can always use the Case 3 method.

For this articleassumeapplicabilityand the parallelpump solutionis given

as in Figure 4.

The significant change in development from Figure 2 to Figure 4 is that

because the pumps are different sizes, they also have different

characteristiccurves. The establishmentof a combinedoperatingpoint,and

the identificationof the combined flowrate and total head, are similarto

Case I as developed in Figure 2.

Suppose the problem is generalized. Assume it is desired to operate two

pumps in parallelwhich are not the same size, not located on the same pad,

and do not take suction from the same source (see Figure 5). It is my

experience that designers do not approach this problem graphically, but



rather calculatethe junction pressure that supports the outlet condition.

Knowing the required junction pressure, an iteration is performed on each

pump branch until the branch outlet pressure matches the junction pressure.

One then knows the operatingpoint for each pump.

There is however a faster graphical technique which I came across in 1966

(see ReferenceI). To my surprisethere is a broad lack of knowledgeon this

method even amonggraduate level mechanicalengineers. Perhapsit is time to

rediscover it.

First observe that the steady state energy equation (equation3) cannot be

applied to Case 3 because each pump sees a different inlet condition and

different resistances. Fortunately,there is one circumstancewhen Case 3

degenerates into Case 2. When the static plus pressure head of pump PI

equals the static plus pressurehead of pump P2, and, the losses of branch I

equal the losses of branch 2, Case 2 equals Case 3. The negation of any

differences from this ideal situationmakes a graphical solution possible.

It can be achieved by subtractingout branch static, friction and pressure

head losses, from each pump characteristic curve before the pumps are

graphically paralleled. By subtracting these parameters from the

characteristiccurves, the effect is to present for paralleling modified

curves which have zero branch system losses. In other words, the branch

losses are equal (i.e., both are zero). Due to this manipulation,a Case 3

problem becomes a Case 2 problem. Referringto Figures 6 and 7, proceed as

follows and all becomes clear.



For PumpPI:

I) Plot the pump head versus GPM curve from the original vendor

characteristiccurve of PI.

2) From the suction point to the PI discharge junction point, plot the

system resistance versus flowrate curve due to friction,fittings,and

equipment. Call this curve RI.

3) Add the static head HI, and the pressure head pl, to the RI curve

developed in step (2) to obtain a (RI+HI+pl)curve.

4) Subtract vertically the (RI+HI+pl) curve from the PI characteristic

curve plotted in step (]), to obtain the modified "PI" curve. The

result is Figure 6.

For Pump P2:

5) Repeat step (1) throughstep (4) for pump P2 to obtain the modified "P2"

curve. A second plot, similarto Figure 6 results.

parallelinqPump PI and P2:

6) Horizontallyadd modifiedpump curve "PI" to modified pump curve "P2" to

obtain curve "PI+P2".

7) Plot the system resistance versus _,lowratecurve for the common

discharge line to obtain curve R3.

8) Add the static head H3, and the pressure head p3, to the R3 curve

developed in step (7) to obtain the (R3+H3+p3)curve.

9) Circle the intersectionof the "PI+P2"curve with the (R3+H3+p3)curve.

The pump operating points are keyed to this intersection.

10) Refer to Figure 7. Drop down from the step (g) intersectionto get the

combined pump capacity in GPM (point E).



II) Go left horizontallyfrom the step (g) intersectionto the "PI" curve

intercept. Drop down from the intercept to obtain the capacity

contributionfrom pump PI. Go vertically up from the interceptto the

PI curve, then left horizontallyto the ordinate axis (point D). This

is the total head operatingpoint for pump PI.

12) Go left horizontallyfrom the step (g) intersectionto the "P2" curve

intercept. Down drop from the intercept to obtain the capacity

contributionfrom pump P2. Go verticallyup from the intercept to the

P2 curve, then left horizontallyto the ordinate axis (point C). This

is the total head operatingpoint for pump P2.

This is the graphicalsolutionto a Case 3 generalizedparallelpump problem.

It appears complicated but really isn't and occasional use brings out its

benefits.

A restrictionon applicabilityshould be discussed. Visualize an extreme

examplewhere a l-inchdischargeline ties into a 20-inchdischargeline. It

is intuitivethat the small line junction pressuredoes not equal the large

line pressure since the small flowstream is injected into the large

flowstream. Since the tie-in pressuresat the junction are not equal, none

of the cases mentioned above apply. It is not until thoroughmixing causes

a common junction pressure that the graphicalmethods are valid. A problem

involvingconnection of dischargepipes with an area ratio of over say 4:1

should be checked by the iteration technique to ensure graphical method

applicability.



O. CONCLUSION:

A graphical method for combining parallel pumpsunder general configurations

has been presented. The method may be extended to paralleling more than two

pumps. This is possible because a modified pumpcurve can itself represent

an already reduced system of more than one pump.

A graphical method may be reversed. Given the required outlet condition, a

pump for combination with a second existing pump may be sized to meet a

particular design objective.

It is suggested naval engineers become familiar with these methods so they

are available for use in design and damage control problems.
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